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The COVID-19 outbreak, which has infected more than 150 million people and killed over 3 million people worldwide, has altered life as we

know it. Where and how we dine and relax, where we can and cannot go to, how we relate with family and friends, and how we learn at

school have all been altered in what is described as the “new normal”. Inevitably, our workplaces have to be readapt to these times to keep

workers safe, healthy, and productive.

Please be ensured that we at 4most will keep supporting you and your business.

What's in store for you in this month's newsletter:

1. Blockchain explained: What is it?

2. SAP Business One tip of the week.

3. 4most's Client Care Centre, Custom Development and Hosting.

4. Blockchain explained from an enterprise perspective

What Is Blockchain Technology?

Today’s businesses are turning to enterprise blockchain for transparency and security. Organizations are searching for a simple blockchain

definition to help them understand this emerging, “distributed ledger” technology. Here’s what savvy companies need to know about what it

is, why it matters, and how it works.

Why is blockchain important?

How does blockchain work?

What are the key benefits of blockchain?

What are the four types of blockchain networks?

What is blockchain used for? Use cases and examples

Courtesy of SAP Insights.



Blockchain explained

from an enterprise

perspective

The simplest blockchain definition? A

reliable, difficult-to-hack record of

transactions – and of who owns what.

Blockchain is based on distributed ledger

technology, which securely records

information across a peer-to-peer network.

Although it was originally created for trading

Bitcoin, blockchain’s potential reaches far

beyond cryptocurrency. Blockchain ledgers

can include land titles, loans, identities,

logistics manifests – almost anything of

value. The technology is still new, but the

potential impact it can have on business is

exciting, and immense.
Courtesy of Principle Group

Save Doc Address to BP? Yes, You Can!

Most of the time most things are as usual. Same process, same flow no surprises and no need to deviate from the regular root. That's true

most of the time but sometimes… we need to do things a little different.



Client Care Centre

Dedicated to ensuring the continued care

of our clients, 4most boasts an in-house

Client Care Centre. Our experienced and

certified business and technical

consultants provide assistance and

technical support services with the goal of

helping the user solve specific problems

with their technology or software solutions.

We provide more than one way to log a

Service Call to ensure you receive the best

service in the shortest possible time.

Custom Development

4most offers a wide range of Custom

Development Services. We aim to optimally

tailor and increase the business value of

your SAP ERP solution. We are able to

achieve this by using the latest software

development platforms and tools,

complemented by standardised project

management techniques and software

engineering practices. We have

outstanding experience in custom

database development, desktop and

distributed application design, system

integration and business automation tools

as well as various custom software

components and web-project programming.

Hosting with 4most

We offer the option of hosting your SAP

Business One Solution in our Data Centre.

This means that essentially your software

solution would be hosted off premise and

accessed through a public or private

internet connection. In addition, we right

size the infrastructure for the real business

requirements, while aligning with existing

data centre standards in terms of

infrastructure, tools, operational processes

and existing skillsets. It’s all about

achieving a standardisation of IT principles.

4most Systems provides world-class, individually tailored and innovative business solutions for small, medium and large enterprises across

industries and sectors. Established as an SAP Partner in 2004, we deliver ERP solutions utilising SAP Business One at the core. With

offices in South Africa, Botswana and Namibia as well as a growing economic footprint in the DRC, Kenya, Zambia, Malawi and Tanzania, the

company has a strong base, being the first and only partner to establish all-round SAP competency, offering over 30 years of experience

and skills.


